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Abstract 

Code-mixing is an interesting and useful device of communication. Code-mixing is 

very common in Radio Jockey speech. In India there are two types of radio channels, 

Prasarbharati and private FM channels. For the present study Radio Mirchi, Tomato FM and 

Kolhapur FM are selected. Announcers of Prasarbharati channel hide their identity during the 

programme whereas jockeys on private FM channels introduce themselves and the name of 

their programmes using innovative and personalised  styles. Jockeys mix words, phrases, 

clauses and sentences in their speech. The researcher found code mixing of two types, intra and 

extra sentential on selected radio channels. Code mixing occurs more in the programmes on 

Radio Mirchi and Tomato FM. It is very less on Prasarbharati channel. Code mixing is done 

deliberately on private FM channels and sometimes it happens subconsciously in the flow of 

speaking. 
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Introduction 

Code-mixing is interesting and useful device of communication. Broadly speaking, 

code-mixing refers to the use of more than one language. In the process of code-mixing, words, 

phrases or smaller units of one language are used in the structure of another language. It has 

defined by many linguists variously. Shridhar and Shridhar defines code-mixing as, “Code 

mixing typically involves the use of two languages at a time, although occasionally three are 

used. Regardless of the number of languages involved in the discourse, the language that 

provides the grammatical structure into which elements are inserted is referred to as the host 

while the other is termed the guest language.” (1980:407-416). 

In India most of the people speak at least three languages. While using these three 

languages, people very often mix words from one code into another which results in code 

mixing. This mixing is very common in everyday speech. Hence it is bound to be reflected in 

the media and other cultural products too. 

Media is an inseparable part of society. Different media use language in different ways. 

There is a marked difference between the language used in the newspapers and that used on 

the radio. There is also a difference between the language used in the television and on radio. 

Radio has the capacity to reach masses at one go. Radio is a basic and effective carrier of 

language and language is adopted, nurtured, garnished and altered through radio. Effective use 

of language helps not just communicating it to the audience but also to persuade the audience 

as well so influence the audience in certain ways.  

In India there are two types of radio channels, Prasarbharati and private FM channels. 

Private radio channels mostly cover the cities. The radio jockeys on these channels use three 
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languages and frequently switch and mix the codes. These channels use the strategy of code 

mixing and code switching to make the programmes livelier and more entertaining. These 

channels are different from the traditional radio channels like Prasarbharati which use a single 

code. 

Prasarbharati’s main aim is to educate people through different programs on the 

channel. Another aim is to entertain. But their concept of entertaining is traditional. They are 

not influenced by the market competition; their main aim is to educate people. Being a 

government hold they are not profit oriented. They use formal yet simple language which can 

be understood by people from all the walks of life. So, the way of speaking, use of language 

and other formalities need to be as per the rules of the standard language. That is, canons of 

language are followed. So, the probability of code switching, and code mixing is lesser. 

Prasarbharati has announcers, whereas private channels have Jockeys.  

Being commercial channels, the main aim of private FM channels is to entertain people. 

Educating them takes a backseat. These channels are broadcast mainly in urban areas and metro 

cities. They are highly influenced by market competition, as there are many local and private 

radio channels. They run on investor’s money and hence are profit driven. They use different 

languages in different styles and voice variations to attract more and more people to listen to 

them, which results in higher TRP for the channel. Here the Jockeys showcase their command 

over two or more languages. They use different languages in different styles and variations 

showing different moods and expressions. They try to communicate with their audience to keep 

them glued to the channel. Here the probability of code switching, and code mixing is very 

high. 

The present research is a study of code mixing in the programmes on FM channels and 

Prasarbharati channels. Language used on Prasarbharati and private FM channels is compared 

and contrasted to find out different styles, features and quantity of code mixing. The study 
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undertaken is both qualitative and quantitative study. Radio Mirchi, Tomato FM and Kolhapur 

FM, these channels are selected for this study. All these channels broadcast in Kolhapur city in 

Maharashtra. Kolhapur FM is another name of the Prasarbharati channel. 

 

Literature Review 

Malik (1994) explains the features of code switching and code mixing in her book 

‘Sociolinguistics: A study of code switching’ and analyses the data at syntactic, semantic and 

pragmatic levels. 

Muysken (2000) suggests that instead of one code-mixing model serving for all 

language pairs, there are three types of code-mixing: insertion, alteration and congruent 

lexicalization, and one pattern will usually dominate, though not necessarily to the exclusion 

of other patterns. 

The research on code mixing in radio jockey language is relevantly a new phenomenon. 

There are a few studies done from this perspective.  

Farhana Zamil Tinny (2010) studies code mixing and sub cultural phenomenon in R J 

style speech in Bangladesh. She concludes that FM jockeys use mixed and stylised language 

to grasp the attention of young listeners. Sunayana Chowdhury (2012) studies Code-Mixing as 

a strategy used by Radio Jockeys on Radio-Mirchi in Pune. She describes the various styles of 

code mixing used by a particular channel. Adriana, SS (2017) studies code mixing and code 

switching in “Hitam Putih”, an Indonesian television programme. In this she analyses functions 

and types of code mixing and code switching in the dialogues and narrative spoken by the host 

and participants in “Hitam Putih”. The author concludes that the majority of code mixing is 

intra-sentential while expressive and referential functions are more dominant. 
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Data collection method 

A few  programmes from the selected three FM channels were chosen for the study.The 

details are given in the table below. In this study, talky portions of the recording are taken. Data 

was then transcribed and analysed. Purposive sampling method was used. Radio Jockey speech 

for 5 hours per channel was observed.  

 

Radio 

Stations 

selected 

Name of programmes 

 

Recording duration 

(Number of hours) 

Tomato FM ‘Chal Satak Yaar’, ‘Dil se’, ‘Lipstick vale sapane’, ‘Mi Baburao 

boltoy’ (Baburao speaking), 

5 hours  

Radio Mirchi ‘Mirchi insta pyar with Rochie ke sath’ (Mirchi insta pyar with 

Rochie), ‘Manish sobat whats upKolhapur’ ( Whats up Kolhapur 

With Manish), ‘Mirchi hangout with Sid Menon’, ‘Tech makhani 

with Rajiv Makhani’, ‘Kalati kattya var mi Abhiraj tumachya 

sobat’ ( I am Abhiraj with you in the show Kalati katta). 

5 hours 

Prasarbharati 

channel 

(Kolhapur 

FM) 

General transmission, ‘Sheti shivar’(farming), ‘Artha 

vishesh’(economy), ‘Geet mala’(songs), ‘Milun sarya jani’ ‘Bal 

jagat’ (world of the children), ‘Yuva vani’ (youth’s voice) 

 

5 hours 

  Total hours 15 
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Research Methodology 

The researcher has used some concepts from MLF model, Lalita Malik’s theory (1994) 

and Muysken’s theory (2000) and has developed an eclectic model to analyze this data. 

Insertion, alteration, congruent lexicalization of embedded words like, nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, functional words, etc., are located. The proportion of code mixing is ascertained 

through quantitative manners. 

 

Findings and Results 

Radio Mirchi 

RJ Manish, RJ Abhiraj, RJ Sid, RJ Rochie, are some of the jockeys on Radio Mirchi.  

“Mirchi sunane wale always khush.” (Radio Mirchi listeners are always happy), is the tagline 

of this channel. In this line, all words are Hindi except the word ‘always’. Here ‘always’ is used 

as an intensifier to emphasize the happiness and satisfaction of Mirchi listeners. Also, jockeys 

introduce themselves and the name of their programmes in different styles, for example - 

‘Mirchi insta pyar with Rochie ke sath’ (Mirchi insta pyar with Rochie), ‘Manish sobat whats 

up Kolhapur’ (Whats up Kolhapur With Manish), ‘Mirchi hangout with Sid Menon’, ‘Tech 

makhani with Rajiv Makhani’, ‘Kalati kattyavar mi Abhiraj tumachya sobat’ (I am Abhiraj 

with you in the show Kalati kattyavar). 

 

Intra- sentential code- mixing: 

    Intra sentential mixing may range from the alteration of single words, phrases to 

clauses within a single sentence. In this type, mixing takes place within the sentence. 

1) Tar ek clue deto mi. 

/tǝr/  /ek/  clue  /ᵭeto/ /mi/ 
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Gloss: so one clue give I.                                                                                                                                                                            

Translation : so I give you a clue.                                                                                                           

Clue : noun  

2) Aap thodasa isme mind karenge. 

/āp/ /θodāsā/ /isǝme/ mind /kǝreηe/                                                                                                                                                 

Gloss: You little in this mind do.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Translation: You will mind a little .                                                                                                                                                                                

Mind: verb  

3) She says Rochie enjoy karle.   

She says Rochie enjoy /kǝrǝle/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Gloss: karale- do.                                                                                                                                                  

Translation:  She says, Rochie enjoy 

 

Extra- sentential code-mixing 

In this type jockeys mix the whole sentence or clause in one language to another. 

1) Aani durvar kunache tari inverter asatil. I don’t know.  

/āṇi/ /ᵭʊrǝvǝr/ /kʊnāʧe/ /tǝri/ inverter /ǝsǝtil/ I don’t know 

Gloss: And far away someone’s inverter will be.                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Translation:  And far away someone may have inverter. I don’t know. 

2) Ye dress rehearsal nahi hai. This is the real deal; you are leaving it. 

/ye/ dress rehearsal /nǝhi/ /hai/ this is the real deal you are leaving it                                                                                         

Gloss: This dress rehearsal not is. This is the real deal; you are leaving it                                                                                                                              

Translation: This is not dress rehearsal. This is the real deal; you are leaving it. 
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Tomato FM 

Like Radio Mirchi, Tomato FM is dependent for its popularity on the team of Radio 

Jockeys. The tag line of this channel is ‘Tomato FM ‘ekdam fresh’ (so fresh).Radio Jockeys 

try to attract audience by using different styles. ‘Chal satak yaar’, ‘Dil se’, ‘Lipstick vale 

sapane’, ‘Mi Baburao boltoy’ (Baburao is speaking), these are names of some programmes on 

Tomato FM.  

 

Intra-sentential code mixing 

In intra-sentential code mixing, while speaking a sentence in one language radio jockey 

mixes the words from another language. These words could be nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, function words, etc. In this type, mixing happens within a sentence. Noun is the most 

code-mixed word type as it is also used most in sentences. 

1) Aata aanakhi ek call gheuya.   

/ātā/ /āṇǝkhi/ /ek/ call /gheʊjā/                                                                                                                               

Gloss : Now more one call take.                                                                                                                                                 

Translation : Now let’s take one more call.                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Call : noun 

2) Yasathi tumhi qualify asal. 

/jāsāθi/ /tʊmhi/ qualify /ǝsāl/ 

Gloss: For this you qualify will. 

Translation: You qualify for this. 

Qualify: verb 

4) Hi khup simple gosht aahe. 

/hi/ / khʊp/ simple /goᶴtǝ/ /āhe/                                                                                                                                
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 Gloss: This very simple thing is.                                                                                                                            

Translation: This is a very simple thing.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Simple: adjective.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

5) Ha phone number dial karaycha aahe.   

/hā/ phone number dial /kǝrājǝʧā/ /āhe/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Gloss: This phone numbeʧr dial do is.                                                                                                                              

Translation: This phone number is to be dialed.                                                                                                                 

Phone: noun, number: noun, dial- verb. 

 

Extra-sentential code mixing 

In this type jockeys mix the whole sentence or clause in one language to another. 

1) Khup divasani he gana aikala. I like it.   

/khʊp/ /ᵭivǝsāni/ /he/ /gāṇǝ/ /ǝikǝlǝ/ I like it                                                                                                

Gloss: Many days after this song listened. I like it.                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Translation: After so long I heard this song. I like it. 

2) Ya ganyabarobar chal satak yaar ya show madhe aapako kehete hai good evening.   

/jā/ /gāṇjā/ /bǝrobǝr/ /ʧǝl/ /sǝtǝk/ /jār/ /jā/ show /mǝdhe/ /āpǝko/ /kehǝte/ /hai/ good 

evening                                                                                                                                                                               

Gloss: This song with chal satak yaar this show in you tell is good evening. 

Translation: With this song we wish you good evening in the show Chal satak yaar. 

Show: noun. 

 

Prasarbharati Channel (Kolhapur FM) 

The Prasarbharati channel is run by the Government of India. This channel is also 

popular by the name Akashvani. Kolhapur FM is Prasarbharati channel and it is in the regional 
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language Marathi. Standard Marathi is used on this channel. There is a strict rule to use standard 

regional language. Unlike other FM channels, a formal style of speaking is used on this channel. 

The motto of this channel is to educate, inform and entertain. All programmes of this channel 

are designed according to this motto. The names of the programmes are very appropriate, such 

as, ‘Shetishivar’(farming), ‘Milun sarya jani’, ‘Arthvishesh’(economy), ‘Geetmala’(songs), 

‘Baljagat’ (world of children), ‘Yuvavani’ (youth voice), etc. All these programmes are 

designed according to the age group of the audience like children, youth, housewives, farmers 

etc. After listening to the name of the programme, we come to know about its nature easily. 

Some difficult standard Marathi words are used on this channel like, ‘prayojit’(sponsored), 

‘sahaxepit’(relayed), ‘prasarit’(broadcast) etc. This channel is heard not only in the cities but 

also in the rural areas. The channel uses the term announcer instead of the term jockey. The 

announcers generally do not explicitly advertise their names unlike private FM channels. 

 

Some Examples of Standard Marathi 

1) Ha karyakram amhi akashvani chya Kolhapur kendravarun prasarit karat aahot.  

/hā/ /kārjǝkrǝm/ /āmhi/ /ākāᶴǝvāṇi/ /ʧjā/ /kolhāpʊr/  /kenᵭrǝ/  /vǝrʊn/ /prǝsārit/ /kǝrǝt/ 

/āhot/                                            

Gloss: This programme we radio Kolhapur station from broadcast do are.                                

Translation: We are broadcasting this programme from Kolhapur radio station. 

2) Pan tila aanakhi prekshaniya ani sundar banavale te Nutan chya abhinayane. 

/pǝṇ/ /tilā/ /āṇǝkhi/ /prekshǝṇijǝ/ /āṇi/ /sʊnᵭǝr/ /bǝnǝvǝle/ /te/ Nutan /ʧjā/ /ǝbhinǝjāne/ 

 Gloss: But her more nice to see and beautiful made this Nutan’s acting. 

Translation: But it was made more attractive and beautiful by Nutan’s acting. 

3) Ha karyakram rasik shrotyanchya pasantis utarel. 

/hā/ /kārjǝkrǝm/ /rǝsik/ /ᶴrotjānʧjā/ /pǝsǝntis/ /ʊtǝrel/ 
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Gloss: This programme tasteful listeners likes will get down. 

Translation: This programme will be liked by discerning listeners.  

 

Code Mixing on Kolhapur FM Channel 

Code mixing is rarely found on this channel. Sometimes announcer mixes English 

words to reach the particular audience or to give particular feel to the audience. While speaking 

with doctors in health programmes announcer uses medical terms in English for sake of 

understanding of participants and audience. Sometimes some words have no exact alternative 

Marathi word that is why announcer uses English words. 

1) Ha karyakram karaoke track var rabavala jatoy. 

/hā/ /kārjǝkrǝm/ karaoke track /vǝrʊn/ /rābǝvǝlā/ /Ʒāto/ 

Gloss: This programme karaoke track on implement is being. 

Translation: This programme is being implemented on karaoke track. 

Karaoke: noun, track: noun. 

2) He niyantran asalel BP, heart attack chya aadhi kas vadhal? 

/he/ /nijǝntrǝṇāt/ /ǝsǝlelǝ/ BP heart attack /ʧjā/ /ādhi/ /kǝsǝ/ /vādhǝlǝ/ 

Gloss: This control having BP heart attack of before how increased?  

Translation: How come BP which was in control earlier increased before the heart 

attack? 

BP (blood pressure): noun, Heart attack: noun.  

3) Tya tya mood cha sangit nehamich tayar asata. 

/tjā/ /tjā/ mood /ʧǝ/ /sǝηit/ /nehǝmiʧǝ/ /tǝjār/ /ǝsǝtǝ/ 

Gloss: That that mood of music always ready is. 

Translation: Music of different moods is always available for us. 

Mood: noun. 
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4) Aani mag thet office la ja. 

/āṇi/ /mǝg/ /θet/ office /lā/ /Ʒā/ 

Gloss: And then direct office go. 

Translation: And then go directly to the office. 

Office: noun. 

 

Quantitative Analysis 

This section of the paper  reports the quantitative analysis of the recorded language 

data. The researcher studied the proprtion of code- mixing on selected channels and intra 

sentential and extra sentential code mixing.  

The incidence of code mixing on Radio Mirchi is 78.01%, whereas on Tomato FM it is 

63.07% and on Prasarbharati it is 11.34%. The same is depicted in the following graph.                                                                                                                             

 

Figure 1: Quantity of Code Mixing on Radio Channels 

The percentage of types of code mixing observed on the selected radio channels is given below. 

Number Types of code 

mixing 

Prasarbharati Radio 
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Tomato 

FM 
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2 Extra- sentential 0% 30.88% 37.18% 

                      Table 1: Types of code- mixing on selected Radio channels 

 

Figure 2: Types of code- mixing on selected Radio channels 

From the above analysis of code-mixing on selected Radio channels, a series of 

observations can be made. Some words like ‘movie’, ‘number’, ‘bore’, ‘film’, ‘message’, 

‘photo’, etc. are mixed due to habitual compulsion even when alternate words for them in 

Marathi or Hindi are available on private FM channels. The English salutations like ‘Hello’, 

‘Sir’, ‘Madam’ are frequently mixed in Marathi and Hindi sentences. Also, English words like 

‘boyfriend’, ‘girlfriend’ and ‘BFF’ are mixed as the literal translation of these words in Hindi 

or Marathi lacks the appropriate connotation. Mixing of English words like ‘Instagram’, 

‘Facebook’, ‘app’, ‘SMS’, etc. is symbolic of the dominance of English language over modern 

technology. 

In the programmes on Prasarbharati channel standard Marathi language is used. The use of 

typical words like ‘prekshaniy’ (/prekshaniya/ - spectacular) ‘swar’ (/swar/- voice), ‘prasarit’ 

(/prasārit/ - broadcast), ‘prayojit’ (/prāyojit/- sponsored), ‘prapt’ (/prāpt/- received), 

‘navloukik' (/nāvloukik/- reputation) etc. exemplify the use of Marathi standard language and 

priority given to maintain the purity of the language over functionality. 
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Conclusion 

Code mixing occurs more in the programmes on Radio Mirchi and Tomato FM. It is very 

less on Prasarbharati channel. Code mixing is done deliberately on private FM channels and 

sometimes it happens subconsciously in the flow of speaking. A lot of information is to be 

delivered in just one minute, so the pace of speaking of jockeys is quite fast. On the other hand, 

announcers speak unhurriedly and take pauses wherever there is a need. Intra sentential type 

of mixing is more frequent than extra sentential type on all channels. When they mix odes, it 

is English language words that are used. When jockeys or announcers can’t recollect an 

appropriate word in Marathi language, they mix English words just like the common people do 

in their daily talk. While speaking with the guests in programmes on topics like health, 

education etc., the announcer uses medical terms or terms from educational field for the sake 

of the participants and audience. For  example, BP, heart attack etc., were often used. 

Sometimes some words have no exact alternative Marathi words, and so the announcer uses 

English words.  
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